Magazine Supplements
Magazine Supplements are an innovative way to support
your overall advertising strategy
• a unique alternative to traditional advertisements – 100%
focus on your brand, products/services
• facilitates extensive content supporting in depth promotion
of product/service features and benefits – consider a mix of
editorial and advertisement
• incorporate extensive use of images, diagrams, call-outs,
case studies, etc.
• follow-on use for your own marketing purposes

Benefits and advantages - P&GJ Magazine Supplement
•
•
•
•

leverage P&GJ’s recognized, trusted brand
30,000+ validated circulation; engaged readers
pipeline and gas utility industry decision makers
supporting promotion available on various P&GJ brand platforms (website; eMail; eNewsletter; social media) to maximize exposure
• additional readership via P&GJ digital issue and archived
back issues
• P&GJ expertise available in design and production

How it works - P&GJ Magazine Supplement
2016 NAPCA Supplement

2016 NAPCA Supplement

Featured Members
Members of NAPCA share their stories: how they are succeeding in today’s low oil price
environment, what brought them to the business and where the industry is headed.

Customer Focus Fuels
Innovation and Growth
Karl Jorgenrud, Valspar Vice President and General Manager of Global Functional Coatings

ustomer relationships fuel our work
at Valspar every day,” said Karl
Jorgenrud, reflecting on his 21-year
career at the company. “While a
lot of companies talk about customer service being important, at Valspar, our strong
customer focus paired with global technical
support and product quality continues to be
a cornerstone of our business strategy.” This
laser-focus on customers is what differentiates Valspar in the market, and has propelled
growth for over 200 years into a leading global
coating manufacturer.
Within the Protective Coatings business,
Valspar provides a broad portfolio of coatings solutions for customers across the globe.
From rebar coatings found on NYC’s One
World Trade Center to the coatings protecting
hundreds of thousands of miles of global oil
and gas pipelines, customers count on Valspar
to protect their most critical assets. Jorgenrud
said Valspar goes well beyond a company that
sells materials. “Our teams partner across the
entire value chain to help customers improve
every aspect of their operation.”
“Working side-by-side with applicators and
end clients to provide the overall best solutions, our technical and service teams are second to none,” said Jorgenrud. “Local customer
intimacy is very important to how we run our
business. We take a global approach to product
development, quality, and performance, but
recognize the need for efficient local sup-
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ply and technical support working with the
customers in every region.” To deliver on
that commitment to local support, Valspar’s
Protective Coatings business has invested in
local production in the U.S., Europe, Brazil
and Asia and has technical service expertise
strategically located throughout the world.
The customer-first mindset was instilled in
Jorgenrud the first day he joined Valspar in
the research and development lab as an intern
while studying at the University of Minnesota,
and that has been foundational during his
career progression through a range of roles in
nearly every business function, from finance
to business development. His diverse background and experience within Valspar give
him a unique viewpoint.
“Understanding how all the functions work
independently, and then come together to
make our business strong, has helped me provide the perspective required to build the right
organization to support our customers’ business needs. We have great teams working on
this every day and we’ve been very successful
in carrying out this strategy.”
“Valspar is a global coatings leader with
over $4 billion in annual sales, but we are
still able to operate with the same flexibility
of a small company,” said Jorgenrud. “We’re
quick to market, we’re non-bureaucratic and
we can be nimble. We work to partner with
our customers to ensure they are successful
in any way possible, and we want to be part
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of a solution regardless of what the situation
may be. We have flown people around the
world on same-day notice to assist in technical support in challenging coating applications
— because we believe we can approach the
problem from a unique point of view and be
part of the solution for that end client.”
Valspar’s technical service is paired with
a strong team of world-class chemists and
scientists who are constantly working, testing,
innovating and custom-formulating for the
industry. Jorgenrud said, “We’re always working on new systems to help our customers with
better application and quality performance,
and to respond to what end users will need
from coatings in the longer-term horizon.”
Valspar keeps a strong commitment to
innovation and growth as a coatings leader
and continues to invest in growth. The most
recent example is a $40 million investment in
the Valspar Applied Science and Technology
Center in Minneapolis. This facility, coupled
with a “sister” technology center in Shunde,
China, serve as global hubs of innovation
and partner with Valspar’s regional labs
worldwide. Hundreds of scientists are at
work daily innovating and sharing best
practices to further the science of coatings. Whether they are solving customers’
unique challenges in the field or leading the
development of more sustainable coatings,
innovation is core to Valspar.
Jorgenrud’s passion to build the global

POLYGUARD PRODUCTS
Ennis, TX 75120-0755
(972) 875-8421
1-800-541-4994
Fax: (972) 875-9425
www.polyguardproducts.com
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“SAFETY FIRST — SERVICE ALWAYS”
• Pipeline Stringing - 60’ + 80’ pipe
• Unloading/Stockpiling Pipe from rail sidings
• Ship discharge/Project Pipe
• General/Heavy Hauling (Nationwide)
• Logistics/Cost Estimates
Contact: Jason Hunt, Jason@mtilogistics
Phone: (877) 787-4644, (713) 592-6766
Fax: (713) 592-6769
MTILOGISTICS.COM

Protective Coatings business has taken him
to 27 countries in the past three years, and
he’s learned a few lessons along the way
that he instills with his team. “In my 20-plus
year career, I have had great mentors, many
of whom are senior leaders in our NAPCA
community. They’ve helped me understand
how to balance business and family. Having a
wonderful wife, and four great kids, they have
to come first no matter how crazy things get at
work. I have found that if you are intentional
about this, you can find the balance that works
for everyone.”
Jorgenrud also has learned that people want

honesty and transparency. “The old adage of
‘the customer is always right’ is not the way
we approach a relationship,” he said. “Of
course, the customer always has the final
decision, but in today’s world, customers need
partners and people that understand the market, the business, and are willing to be candid
on all topics. I think Valspar does a great job
as a business in this area.”
A third key value Jorgenrud has learned is
having a laser focus on what matters. “In the
end, the one true thing we can control is how
we spend our time. If we aren’t focused on the
things that will ultimately make our customers,

the market, and our product line better, then
it’s a complete waste of time, and we need to
stop it immediately.”
Jorgenrud sees a bright future for the energy
market long-term. “We’ve all experienced
market cyclicality. The market goes up and it
will come down. We are obviously in a down
cycle now, but in the end, I believe energy
continues to be an excellent market. Valspar
will continue to invest in and add value to the
oil and gas industry market and in NAPCA.
This is a great industry with great people and
companies, and I’m so glad to be part of it
every day.” P&GJ

NAPCA 2015 Officers
NAPCA 2015 Officers

Thomas Ball, President
Richard Clement, Vice President
Gary Foerster, Secretary/Treasurer
Merritt B. Chastain, III,
Managing Director & General Counsel
*2016 Officers will be elected later this year

NAPCA 2015 Board of Trustees

Thomas Anderson, Executive Vice
President, ShawCor Pipe Protection
Thomas Ball, Vice President, L.B. Foster
Ball Winch
Don Barder, President, Liberty Coating
Company, LLC
Richard Clement, VP of Sales, The Bayou Cos.
Gary Foerster, Sales Manager, L.B. Foster Co.
Jim Harvey, Vice President, Mobile Pipe
Lining and Coating, Inc.
Dave Kersting, Executive Vice President,
LaBarge Coating

NAPCA Hall Of Fame

NAPCA’s Hall of Fame award can be awarded to members or non-members, living or
deceased. Annually, members may nominate individuals for this honor. Then, a select committee, consisting of the board of trustees, associate member chairman, managing director
and all living recipients of the award, selects recipients of the Hall of Fame award, if any, by
secret written ballot. Since its inception in 1965, NAPCA has honored the following:
R. E. Henry
W. C. Hall, Sr.
G. W. Abernathy
Robert P. White
W. W. Hay, Jr.
Joe Cunningham
E. R. Anderson
C. W. Pillow
W. E. Rowland
L. B. Irish
James D. Porter
William G. Creel

John M. Holliman, Jr.
Robert Nee
Tom Fauntleroy
J. H. Royston
Robert C. “Bob” Stephens
Bob Theisen
Jerry E. Shea, Sr.
Ronald E. Carlson, Sr.
Robert W. Sigle
E.A. “Tony” Lawson
S.J. Gaido
John E. Pfeiffer

George B. Wren, Jr.
Joseph H. Hoffman
Merritt B. Chastain, Jr.
Michael D. Reizer
Wayne Norris
Steve O. Carlson
Chris Dunn
Jerry E. Shea, Jr.
Gregory N. Miller
James T. Shea
George D. Stoddard
Rick Schok

Available Features - P&GJ Magazine Supplement

*2016 Trustees will be elected later this year

•
•
•
•

Advisory Trustees

Jeff Fargerson, Associate Member
Chairman, 3M Company
Fernando Ulecia, International Member
Chairman, ShawCor Pipe Protection

Visit www.

napca.com

For Bulletins, History, Complete Membership Information, Member ads, and Other News.
500 Dallas Street, Suite 3000
Houston, Texas 77002
Phone (713) 655-5761 • Fax (713) 655-0020
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• 2 alternative production methods available:
– turn-key - customer provides raw content elements – P&GJ
writes, designs, prints, and distributes
– customer produces and provides P&GJ with finished product
• Once production is complete, Supplement is bound in, or
poly-bagged with, the magazine
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NAPCA Supplement: published in the March issue of P&GJ.

flexible siz e of Supplement– 2 to 20 pages, or more
4 color high resolution production
available for inclusion in any monthly issue of the magazine
geographic, industry and demographic segmentation services available
• initial print overruns, and reprints, available for customer’s
own marketing purposes

Pricing
Pricing is dependent upon option and features selected, parameters, and sizing. Contact your Sales Representative or PGJinfo@oildom.
com to discuss options, and obtain a quotation.

Sponsored Content
Sponsored Content is an innovative, effective way to
support and augment your overall promotional strategy
• a unique alternative to traditional advertisements – more
content, less advertisement
• well received by readers looking to learn and understand
issues, with a case study context
• facilitates extensive content supporting in depth promotion of
product/service features and benefits
• allows for extensive use of images, diagrams, call-outs, case
studies, etc.
• follow-on use for customer’s own marketing purposes

Available Vehicles – P&GJ Sponsored Content
P&GJ offers several vehicles for promotion of Sponsored Content:
• PGJonline.com – a dedicated section of the P&GJ Website
home page is available to promote sponsored content
• Pipeline & Gas Journal – available in any monthly issue of
P&GJ magazine
• P&GJ eNews – see P&GJ eNews section for more info
• P&GJ Magazine Supplement – see P&GJ Magazine Supplement section for more info
• P&GJ eMail Campaign – available in customized eMail
campaigns and custom eNewsletters - see P&GJ eMail Marketing section for more info
• P&GJ Social Media Advertising – variety of approaches
available on various P&GJ Social Media platforms - see
P&GJ Social Media section for more info

Benefits and advantages – P&GJ Sponsored Content
•
•
•
•
•

leverage P&GJ’s recognized, trusted brand
30,000+ validated circulation
engaged readers
pipeline and gas utility industry decision makers
supporting promotion on various P&GJ brand platforms (website; eMail; eNewsletter; social media) to maximize exposure
• P&GJ expertise in design and production of publication
• additional readership via digital issue and archived back issues

Features - P&GJ Sponsored Content
• flexible amount of content – ranging from single paragraphs
to multiple pages, or more
• include multiple logos, images, diagrams, pictures, call-outs,
animation, video, etc.
• 4 color high resolution production
• P&GJ can provide assistance with, or turn-key design, formatting and production
• Initial print overruns and reprints a vailable for customer’s
own marketing purposes
Pricing
Pricing is dependent upon option and features selected,
parameters, and sizing. Contact your Sales Representative or
PGJinfo@oildom.com to discuss options, and obtain a quotation.
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